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ABSTRACT
the explicit presence of the subtransient
inductances in the next section, and a de
scription of the basic set of equations of
the synchronous machine in the subsequent
section, some equivalent cicuits will be de

rived in increasing degree of difficulty.
First, the well-known cicuits for the quad
rature axis with one damper winding are de
rived. Next, a new three-winding and a
four-winding equivalent circuit with explic
it subtransient inductance for the direct

axis of the synchronous machine

Using these new circuits, the disadvantages
mentioned earlier may be overcome.

When a synchronous machine which is connect

ed with a convertor is modelled by means of
equivalent circuits,
of the subtransient

the explicit presence
inductances in these

circuits may be very useful.
Based on the basic set of equations of the
synchronous machine,
cuits are derived

some equivalent cir-

with Increasing degree of
complexity. The technique used to arrive at
these circuits is the well-known transforma

tion technique of referring rotor quantities
to the stator. With an appropriate choice of
the transformation

new

are given.

constants, the subtran

sient inductance is explicitly present in
the equivalent circuits.
This leads to a new three-winding and a new
four-winding direct-axis equivalent circuit
with explicit subtransient inductance. These
equivalent circuit models

THE SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE WITH CONVERTORI
I

Steady-state operation

Before turning to the topic of equivalent
circuits,

sient inductance will be discussed in fur
ther detail.

In this

machine is supposed to be connected

power electronic convertor (see figure 1)
which produces a symmetrical three-phase
system of currents during steady-state oper
ation.

are derived and

discussed.
the need for an explicit subtran-

paper, the (two-pole) synchronous
to a

INTRODUCTION

For synchronous machines,
equivalent circuits exist,

differ from each other in the way in which
rotor quantities are referred to the stator.
When the synchronous machi
with a power electronic
these circuits

many kinds of
These circuits

ne is connected

convertor, not all

are equally well suited to

describe the machine. As will be explained
later on, it is power

electronic

converter

very useful to have equiv
alent clruits in which the subtransient (or
even subsubtransient)
plicitly present

equivalent circuits have been presented in
earlier papers (e.g. [1] or [2]).
These earlier developed circuits,
have two minor disadvantages. The first is
that the excitation winding quantities
referred to the stator, which is not desira
ble in many cases;
(physical) meaning of the elements in the
circuit is not clear. Besides these disad

vantages, the circuits may not easily be ex
tended with more damper circuits, which may
sometimes be necessary
more accurately.
After an explanation of the usefulness of

inductances are ex-

for those cases. Such

however,

Figure 1 The synchronous machine with
convertor

are

the second is that the

These currents may be expressed as Fourier
series in which all even harmonics are zero

thanks to the property i (o>t-»r)=i (wt) , where
0) represents the angular speed of the rotor.
Moreover, as the star connection terminal of

the machine is not used, the armature phase
currents do not contain harmonics with an

to model a machine

S..
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angular frequency which is a multiple of 3u.
Hence, the Fourier series consists of a fun

damental component with angular frequency
and harmonics with angular frequencies of
(6k-l)<j and (6k-l-l)w, where k is an integer
larger than 0.
Since the rotor "sees" the fundamental com

ponents of the phase currents as direct cur
rents, they don't induce currents in the ro

tor circuits. Hence, the impedance of the
stator for the fundamental components is de
termined by the synchronous inductances.
Seen from the rotor, the harmonics in the
armature currents are transformed into

In figure 2a the original synchronous
chine with synchronous inductance
shown. In figure 2b the subtransient induct

ance L" is splitted off by subtracting it
from the synchronous inductance. The inner
circle of figure 2b represents the so-called
internal machine: the original machine minus
the subtransient inductances.

Since the phase-current harmonics only
the subtransient inductance, the
machine (figure 2b) is a short circuit for
these harmonics. Hence,
ages of the internal machine

and may be represented by a three-phase
voltage source (figure 2c), which is
trolled by the excitation current and the

fundamental components of the armature phase
currents. So, the voltages of this source do
not depend on the higher harmonic
Splitting off the subtransient inductances
effectively separates the fast and the si

modes of the machine, thus offering a possi--
bility to simulate machines in this configu
ration without considering the switching
tions in the power electronic convertor in

detail. On the other hand, the three-phase
voltage source and the subtransient induct
ances determine the behaviour of the elec

tronic switches in the convertor.

The assumption for the previous explanation
Lq=L^ is not essential. However, when the as
sumption L,j"=Ld" is not met, the power elec
tronic convertor does

subtransient inductance any more (for a more
comprehensive explanation, see [1]).

Dynamic operation

During dynamic operation, the changes of the
fundamental components of the armature phase
currents are often slow compared with the
frequencies of the harmonics. Hence,
the fundamental components of the armature
currents are changing, relatively slow tran
sient currents will occur in the damper
windings and in the excitation winding
the rotor. These currents have to be taken

into account when determining the voltages
of the three-phase voltage source in figure

For this purpose, an equivalent circuit
for the synchronous machine with splitted
off subtransient inductances

useful.

In the considered

voltage

changing amplitude and frequency, and the
subtransient inductances still determine the

behaviour of the electronic switches in the

convertor. Hence, splitting off the subtran

sient inductances may still be advantageous
for Investigating the convertor behaviour.
Based on the previous considerations,
pie model of a synchronous machine has been
derived [2] .

ma-

is

CO

see

internal

the armature volt-

are sinusoidal
cur-

So,rents with angular frequencies of 6ku.
these harmonic currents induce currents
the rotor circuits.

con-

in

Because these currents

have a relatively high angular fequency, the
harmonics in the armature currents see the
subtransient inductance

currents.

as stator induct¬

ance.

In order to demonstrate the profit of making
the subtransient inductances explicitly vis
ible in the equivalent circuits, it is
this explanation only
quadrature-axis and the direct-axis synchro
nous inductances are equal (Lq-Lj-Lj) and
that the quadrature-axis and the direct-axis

subtransient inductances are equal (Lg"=Ld"=
L"). For the explanation figure 2 will be
used. In this figure, a rectifier serves,
an example, as a power electronic convertor.

ow

for
ac-

supposed that the

as

not see a constant

A

C)

2T A Since

a

on

()
2c.

/r A
may be very

b

cases, the three-phase
source, with relatively slowly21

()e
I

e

zi zr

a sira-
c

Figure 2 Splitting off the subtransient
inductance
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the rotor circuit is not directly
the real values of the

circuit,

accessible. Hence,

rotor quantities are not of interest (from a
system point of view) and it makes sense to
refer them to the stator. Besides, it is not

possible to determine all parameters in fig
ure 3 from terminal measurements.

THE BASIC SET OF EQUATIONS

After the discussion of the usefulness of

explicit subtransient inductances, attention
is focused on the derivation of the equiva¬
lent circuits themselves.

In first Instance, the (salient pole) syn-
represented with one

and one

the quadrature axis. In
the machine, the Park

chronous machine is

damper winding on the direct axis
damper winding on
order to describe

transformation according to

i^= {i^cos7 + ii,cos(7 ~ +i<;COs(7-.^7r)l (la)

iq = ^!i3sin7 + ij,sin(7-^7r) +i,.sin(7 - .^Jr)) (lb)

will be used. The angle 7 is defined in fig
ure 1. For the phase voltages and flux link-

similar formulas will be used. As may

+
*-o1q Ro

T^lqR 11q

iq

Figure 3 The basic equivalent circuit
for the quadrature axis

(Ic)

are referred to the

new set of rotor
The rotor quantities

stator by Introducing a
quantites

ages

be seen in figure 1, the homopolar current
is zero. For that reason no attention is

paid to this component.
With the usual suppositions for synchronous
machines (see e.g.

equations are given by (w=d7/dt)

V’lQ = CiQ V>iq : ° (6)

is a factor which may freely bewhere C IQ

chosen.

Using (6), the equations (2a), (3a), and (4)
may be written as

_ d^q

[3]), the stator voltage

(2a) (7a)“V’d- R.i +

1 +

- R.i
=

^q =“dta q 3ta q

(2b) (7b)- “V’q 0 = C?nR- Raid«d = '3t' 3t

The rotor voltage equations are

■ Riiqiiq

(8a)Ltjiq + CigLjiqliQ^q =
dV>

(3a)iq

Tpiq = CigLalqiq + CigLllqllQ (8b)

In many cases the quadrature-axis synchro-
is divided into a main(3b)Uf = Rfif nous inductance Lq

inductance L,„q and a leakage inductance L„.
In order to find the commonly used trans
former circuit for the quadrature axis, the

is chosen in such a way that the

3t

dip Id (3c)0 = Riidiid +
dt

In these expressions, the subscripts lq, f,
the

factor C_
mutual inductance CigLaiq equals the main in
ductance L^qt

IQ

and Id refer to the damper winding on
the excitation (field) wind-quadratue axis

Ing, and the damper winding on the direct
axis respectively.
The flux linkages in the voltage equations

r - ^q
^IQ - T—

Klq

(9)

In this way, (8) becomes:
are given by

'^q " ^^q * Ralq^lq
(10a)

^q =(4a)

V’lQ “ (Ol(}Liiq-Lj„q) iq + Ltoq( iq'*’i-lQ) (10b)(4b)~ Lalqiq ^Hqilqlq

which results into the equivalent circuit
In this case C^q corre-

(5a)Lai-d * Lafd^f * Rald^ld

Ljif +

V>d
given in figure 4.
spends with ratio of the number of stator
winding turns to the number of rotor winding
turns. It should be noted that it is still
not possible to determine all parameters in

stator termi-

(5b)V’f = Lafdid +

= Laid^-d * + Liijiid

It should be noted that the per-unit system
will not be used in this paper.

(5c)V- Id

figure 4 by measurement on the
nals only.
In order to make the subtransient inductance

is defined accordingexplicitly visible, Cig
THE QUADRATURE AXIS WITH ONE DAMPER WINDING

From the equations (2a) , (3a) , and (4) , the
equivalent circuit of the quadrature axis
given in figure 3 may be derived. In this

to

L.lq (11)c
IQ - X

Using (11), (8) may be written as

llq

264
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^1Q*-1 1q *- mq subtransient inductance

Rig.' follows from Lig ,
of the circuit in

L," ((13)):
and the time

L
OCT

constant

an open sta-case of
Rq +

tor circuit.

CiqR 1 1q In order
to determine these parameters, a
measuring method has been devel-practical

oped [4].
^mq

iO

Figure 4 The commonly used
circuit for the quadrature

equivalent
axis

THE DIRECT AXIS WITH ONE DAMPER

equations (2b)
the equivalent circuit
derived.

WINDING

From the
_(3b), (3c), and (5)
in figure 6 may be

L?
alq

(Iq-iiq) (12a)Liiqllq

Uf

L?

^’(Vi:g)
+

IQ “
(12b)

After introducing the quantities

Lflq T 2

klq

: R (13)llqllq llq

the quadrature-axis
become equations (7) and (12)

- 'i'^q
^5 = - Raiq 3F ^ (14a) Ri Id

+ «iV-ig0 =Riq1iq (14b)3t

Figure 6 The basic

for the direct axis
equivalent circuit

~ ^iQ(iq'*'lig)

i>iq =

(15a)

(15b)

of equations, the
in figure 5 may be

^iQ(tq+iig)

By means of this
equivalent circuit shown
constructed.

As distinct from the quadrature
direct axis has

is accessible,
less

set axis, the

an excitation winding, which
For that reason,

quantities

it makes

corre-
sense to refer the

excitation winding to the
in an earlier

spending with the
stator,

equivalent
However,

circuit

●o

paper, an

subtran-

in which

winding is also referred

Ra +

with explicit
sient inductance has been derived
the excitation

the stator [1,2].

In this paper, only the damper winding
titles are referred to the stator,
realized by introducing
winding quantities

q

R
■'“'lOIQ

to

L 10
quan-

This is

set of damper

I
10 'q

a new

Figure 5 An equivalent circuit for the
quadrature axis with the subtransi
inductance explicitly

lent

according to

V’lD - Cjo ; i
(16)ID Idpresent

where C is chosen

It is easily verified that very fast chang
ing currents i, "see" L," only. So, L in-

quadrature-axis subtran-
Sient inductance

ID

L:id
ClD

(17)

in order to find i

, . an equivalent circuit with
an explicit subtransient inductance
sides, the

As
contrasted with the

figures 3
'determined

terminals only;
dc resistance;
inductance

I
parameters in the

those in figure 5 may be
by measurements

Be-
and 4,'S’- parameters

Si
on the L?,stator

ffld
Lid = CiD Ljid = ^

Lf = Lt'RfiDL

aid

● = LR.:'a ●

V:
lid aid

t
a"

seen in case of very fast
Changing current (the flux may be
considered constant);

tig: synchronous (dc)

= T _ Lfid . L
Lf T— : Cp = _

tiid
ard-difigLiD .ID

inductance Lq minus 1^ = - L - CpL^ : Rid = CipRud ;ID (18)
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THE DIRECT AXIS WITH TWO DAMPER WINDINGSare introduced. Now, the direct axis equa

tions (2b), (3b), (3c), and (5) may be writ
ten as In many cases modelling the direct axis with

only one damper winding is not sufficient
[5], This problem may often be solved by
extending the equivalent circuit with an
extra damper winding. This means that a
damper winding voltage equation should be
added to the set of voltage equations (2b),
(3b), and (3c);

+

(19a)= - Raid - uV’q~St

dV’f
(19b)Rfif *=

(
, #1D (19c)0 = R-ioiiD

dt

(21)0 = Rz2di2dV’d “iAjid''^*^Fi^ (*^id'''if) i'lD^id'*'R£iDif'*'iiD) (20a)

l^(Cpi„+i£)+K£iBLiD(id+KfiDi£*iiD) (20b)

i‘lD( id"'^R£lDif'''ilD) (20c)

These equations are used for the construc
tion of the circuit in figure 7. It should
be noted that the transformers Indicated

with l;Cp and with Kud:! in this figure are
ideally coupled (without leakage).

at

and that the flux relations (5) should be

extended:

^d = iijid La£di£ * Laldild * ^a2di2d

- La£did * i^i£ i'£ldild i"£2di2d

^Id = i-aldid * i-fldif Llldild * i^l2di2d

V'2d “ i-aZdid i"£2di£ Ll2dild ^22di2d

In order to obtain a practical equivalent
circuit with explicit subtransient induct
ance, the damper currents i^jj and i2d are
transformed into the currents 1^ and i2D by
using

iid O^qiij, + Cj2i2D

V’£ =

(22a)

(22b)

(22c)

(22d)

L'd

- if Ro
♦d

♦f

(23a)

(23b)= 02iiit) + C22i2DizdL'f
“d and the damper fluxes i^id ^2d trans¬

formed into the fluxes Viid '^zd by using

^ID = * ^Zl^Zi

'1‘ZD ~ 0l2V’ld ^ZZ^Zd

As has been proven in [6], the coefficients

Oil. 0i2. C21, and C22 may be chosen in such a
way, that the voltage equations may be writ
ten in the form

d^d

K(,d:' *10 ID

1

(24a)Rid

(24b)

i-lD
cHZ=H

Rf

Figure 7 An equivalent circuit for the
direct axis with the subtransient

inductance explicitly present (25a)- uV>,Ud = - R^i-d - '3F

The parameters in figure 7 may be determined
by measurements on the terminals only [5]:
R^: dc stator resistance;

Rj: dc excitation winding resistance;
L(j": stator inductance seen in case of very

fast changing stator current with
closed excitation winding (the fluxes
i/iiD and ipf may be considered constant) ;

Cp: current ratio -if/id in case of very
fast changing stator current with
closed excitation winding (the fluxes

and may be considered constant);
Lf' : excitation winding inductance seen in

case of very fast changing excitation
current with open stator circuit (the

flux V’lD msy be considered constant);
follows from the synchronous (dc) in

ductance Ld by using the expression for
Ld" ((18)):

Kfit,; follows from the synchronous (dc) mutu
al inductance L„fd between stator and
excitation winding by using the expres
sion for Cp ((18));
follows from Lm and the time constant
of the circuit in case of an open sta

tor and an open excitation circuit.

(25b)Up = Rfip

dip ID
(25c)0 = RiijiiD + lit

^ dV>2D (25d)0 = R2DI2D 3t

and the flux expressions in the form

^^d"bald'^‘lFb£ ('2Fld'^l£) l'2o(id'^Rf2Dlf‘^l2D)

l'iD(ld'*’R£lDl£‘*'llD'''l2D) (26a)

Lf (Cpid + if) +R£2Db2D(ld‘^R£2Dl-£‘''l2D) *

+ K£lDl'lD(ld'^R£lDl£'^llD‘^l2D) (26b)

LlD(ld+R£lDl£ + llD + l2D) (26c)

^£ =

V’lD'

\^2D'l'2D(id‘'’R£2Dl£‘'’l2D) biD ( ld'*’R£lDl£‘'‘llD'*'l2D) (26d)

These equations are used for the construc
tion of the circuit in figure 8, where the
transformers Indicated with 1:C

Kp2d':1. and with KfiD^l are ideally coupled
(without leakage).
In the equations (25) and (26) a number of
new parameters are used. These parameters

Lid:

I with
F>

f
Rid:
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I

sient inductances are explicitly present.
Hence, they are well fitted for cases in

which the synchronous machine is used in
combination with a power electronic conver
tor.

The circuits have been derived for the quad

rature axis with one damper winding and for
the direct axis with one or two damper wind
ings. However, the derivation method may
also be used for creating circuits with more
damper windings.
Furthermore, the parameters in these equiva
lent circuits may be determined from termi
nal measurements only.

L'd

I ► Ro.vCf '*'0

L'(

'^20X|2D ■' 2D

”2DVf

U’20

ID

^ ID
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Figure 8

direct axis with two damper windings
and explicit subtransient inductance

An equivalent circuit for the

may be expressed as functions of the origi
nal parameters. However, these functions are

rather extensive and are not really impor
tant, because the new set of parameters may
directly be determined from measurements on

the terminals by means of modern parameter
estimation techniques [6].

This is in contrast with the original set of
parameters, which can not be determined from

measurements on the terminals only.

From figure 8, expressions for the (origi
nal) _ dc (synchronous) self and mutual in

ductances as functions of the new parameters
may easily be found:

= Ljo + L20 + C|l^ +

^a£d “ *^£10^10 Kf2DL2D ■*" CpL£

Lf = Kfi^Lip + Kf|0L2B +
It should be noted that the choice for the

coefficients C^, Cx2, C21, and C22 used here
is rather arbitrary. Other choices may also
result in useful equivalent circuits.

Comparison of the figures 7 and 8 leads to
the conclusion that the circuit derived here

may easily be extended with more damper
windings.

(27a)

(27b)

(27c)

CONCLUSION

In this paper a new set of equivalent cir
cuits for the synchronous machine has been
presented. These equivalent circuits

have been based on widely accepted assump
tions, have the property that the subtran-

which
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